Our Lewis & Clark Knife is a rugged style knife, with hole in the handle for a
lanyard loop, so you won’t loose the knife while hunting.
#Knife-Lewis
Lewis & Clark knife, overall length 9”
only $36.00
#Sheath-Eng-T
Leather sheath for belt knife, not shown
only $14.50

#Knife-Belt-L
Long Paring knife
$45.00
A rugged little paring style knife, with curly maple handle. Made in two lengths.
Leather sheaths are available for each length.
#Knife-Belt-L
Long Belt knife, overall length 9”
only $45.00
#Sheath-Belt-L
Leather sheath for belt knife, not shown
only $14.50
#Knife-Belt-S
Short Belt knife, overall length 6-1/2”
only $37.50
#Sheath-Belt-S
Leather knife sheath, fits above knife
only $12.00

#Knife-Roach
Roach Belly Knife
only $45.00
The roach belly is the knife of the Voyaguers. The unique style gives a great
working point, a large raduis for skinning, and even carving ability for shallow
dishes, call “noggins”, as used by the Voyaguers.
#Knife-Roach
Roach Belly trade knife, 10-1/8”
only $45.00
#Sheath-Roach
Leather trade knife sheath, fits above knife
only $14.50
#Knife-Roach-4
Roach Belly trade knife, 7-3/4” not shown
only $32.50
#Sheath-Belt-S
Leather knife sheath, fits above knife
only $12.00
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#Knife-Drop-M
Medium Drop Point Knife
only $42.00

#Knife-FT-T
Tiny French neck knife
only $26.00

This classic drop point knife is available in two lengths. The medium knife is
shown above. The large drop point knife blade is one inch longer.
#Knife-Drop-L
Drop Point knife, large, 9-3/8”, not shown
only $45.00
#Sheath-Drop-L
Drop Point knife sheath, large
only $14.50
#Knife-Drop-M
Drop Point knife, medium, 7-7/8”
only $42.00
#Sheath-Drop-M Drop Point knife sheath, medium
only $14.50
#Knife-FT-T
#Sheath-NS
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French knife, tiny, with cut-out
Leather neck sheath, tiny, sold separately

only $26.00
only $  6.99

